During the process of realization of the project I was searching and revealing the documents from the Funds:

- Latvia State Historical Archive (Riga, Latvia). Fund 8 ("Internal archive of the Riga City Council"); Fund 673 ("External archive of the Riga City Council");
- National Historical Archive of Belarus (Minsk, Belarus). Fund 1805 (Vitebsk City Council);
- Department of the Manuscripts of the Russian National Library (St.-Petersburg, Russia). Rumyantsev's archive.

A new unpublished Vitebsk-Riga acts of the 14th – 17th centuries (61 documents) were revealed in archival funds. The documents were copied and typed. At this stage of the research, I analyse collected documents, check the dates and attributes. Seven documents are published.
дакументаў, удакладнення датыровак, атрыбуцыі дакументаў. 7 з гэтых дакументаў я апублікаў.